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Abstract. An important objective in mathematics education is to ensure learners’ comprehension of the subject through effective teaching and learning, as emphasized by many countries worldwide, such as the United States, Australia, Singapore, and Malaysia in terms of the organization of mathematics and its curriculum documents. This paper explores young children’s (6 years old) use of multiple representations in understanding the concept of addition during problem-solving activities. The study employed a case study research design, comprising two young children in one preschool centre. Data collection included observation, dialogue with the children, and an analysis of various creations and usage of representation that shed light into both children’s capacity in utilizing different representation forms and performing translations. The findings unveiled the children’s capability in using a variety of representation forms, and performing translations within, and between different representation forms (with prompting). This study discusses the importance of facilitating the early development of young children’s use of multiple representations and performing translations to support their deep comprehension of the concept of addition.
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Introduction

Representation is vital in mathematics classrooms of all grade levels, in both teaching and learning. Mathematics teachers worldwide introduce a variety of representation forms during instruction, which may include concrete materials, visual images, i.e. pictures and photographs, written, and spoken symbols (Bakar & Karim, 2019; Elia, Gagatsis & Demetriou, 2007; Rosli, Goldsby & Capraro, 2015). Meanwhile, students create different representation forms to help them access ideas in mathematics, present their thinking, and find solutions. Past researches
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have given emphasis to the benefits of using multiple representations (e.g. real-world situations, pictures, photographs, physical, verbal, and written symbols) for both the teaching and learning of mathematics, to ease the communication of mathematical ideas and thinking, to help understand concepts in mathematics, and to aid in problem-solving activities (Ahmad, Tarmizi & Nawawi, 2010; Ayub, Ghazali & Othman, 2013; Bakar & Karim, 2019; Elia et al., 2007; Rosli, Goldsby & Capraro, 2015). Despite the advantages of using multiple representations, as have been reported in previous studies, little is explored about young children’s mathematical understanding, especially pertaining to the concept of addition. Additionally, little is known about young children’s capability in performing translations within, and between different representation forms.

Research Background
Mathematics researchers emphasized the prominence of students’ conceptual understanding in mathematics classrooms (Hiebert, 1997; NCTM, 2000). Teachers worldwide have employed various teaching practices including utilizing realistic mathematical education, multiple representation usage and integrating various technology devices in mathematics classrooms to enhance students’ mathematical understanding (e.g. Bautista, Habib, Eng Bull, 2019; Kaur, Koval & Chaney, 2017; Papadakis, Kalogiannakis & Zaranis 2017; Ulusoy & Incikabi, 2019). However, it is quite difficult to gauge how students gain conceptual understanding since this is not observable in a straightforward manner. Still, students’ understanding could be inferred through various representations that they would produce during learning sessions. When students produce a variety of representations to solve tasks in hand, they simultaneously structure their ideas (Francis & Tom, 2001). Representation refers to any configuration of signs, characters, or objects, which can also symbolize something else (Goldin, 1998). For example, photographs can represent events, numbers can exemplify quantities, and words can signify numerals. Mathematics researchers worldwide have highlighted the importance of representation, indicating its contribution to students’ creation of mathematical thinking and ideas (Abdullah, Halim & Zakaria, 2014; Abdullah, Zakaria & Halim, 2012; Ainsworth, Bibby, & Wood, 2002; Pape & Tchoshanov, 2001; Yuanita, Zulnaidi, & Zakaria, 2018). Representation is acknowledged as a tool for thinking and obtaining insights (Diezmann & English, 2001). Comprehension and mathematical thinking can be communicated in many ways, such as in writing, in speech, in pictorial representations, and manipulative objects. Additionally, researchers have noted the high association between representation and comprehension, in which a student’s level of understanding is linked to the types of representation utilized by that particular student (Mokwebu, 2013) and his/her capability to employ various representation modes. The Lesh Translation Model (Lesh et al., 1987) featured five representation modes that support learners’ progress with mathematical concepts, namely:

1) real-world situations; comprising authentic real-life events;
2) manipulatives; denoting any concrete object that can be pointed to, touched, and moved;
3) pictures or diagrams; referring to imageries of mathematical ideas found anywhere, such as in textbooks and photographs; may also include children’s self-generated drawings and photographs captured by them;
4) spoken symbols; including formal spoken mathematical language/jargon and everyday language to clarify thinking, to respond to questions, and to explain;
5) written symbols; encompassing both mathematical symbols and the written words associated with them.

According to Suh, Johnston, Jamieson, and Mills (2008), the term “representational fluency” can be described as understanding intricately the capability to exemplify any mathematical thinking and idea in various forms, including the ability to make connections between various representations. The ability to utilize multiple representations and the capability to translate representational models have been proven to affect students’ capabilities in developing mathematical ideas and thinking (Chigeza, 2013; Goldin & Shteingold, 2001), as well as solving mathematics problems (Gagatsis & Shiakalli, 2004).

Often times, a mathematics problem may require students to employ more than one representation form. Hence, it is beneficial that students are capable of utilizing multiple representations, together with the capacity to perform translation within, and between different representation forms, so that problems could be solved effectively (Lesh et al., 1987). Additionally, researchers highlighted the positive link between the use of multiple representations and translation ability, as both influence children’s performance in problem-solving (Gagatsis & Shiakalli, 2004; Lesh et al., 1987). To enable translation, learners should be able to connect one representation of a concept to another. They can begin with a representation that is most meaningful to them (e.g. concrete materials) and later switch to using others (e.g. symbols) to develop mathematical ideas. By performing more translations, more connections are achieved, that will subsequently form a “network of representations”. The quality and quantity of linking different modes of representation will assist problem-solving processes. Hence, it is vital that teachers support students’ capacities of switching between, and within different representation forms. Teachers should help students in exploring the use of multiple representations, and guide them in translating within, and between representations (Ballard, 2000). Furthermore, teachers should provide students with tasks that necessitate the usage of multiple representations, as such activities may afford students with frequent transitioning among different representations. The facility to do so contributes to the depth of students’ comprehension and retention of mathematical concepts (Lesh et al., 1987).

Educators are concerned with the struggles encountered by preschool children in understanding the concept of addition; a more upsetting situation is that these children continue to experience difficulties in performing addition operations in the following year at primary school, i.e. in Year One (Tyng, Zaman, & Ahmad, 2011). Hence, it is important to investigate whether using multiple representation and performing translation can help facilitate comprehension in the basic concept of addition in similar ways that older students understand other topics in mathematics.
The Study
This study aims to explore children’s usage of multiple representations during their attempt to solve problems with addition. Furthermore, this study investigates children’s capacity in performing translation within, and between different representations. Specifically, this research addresses the following research questions:

1. How do young children use different forms of representation to exemplify the concept of addition?

2. In which ways, and to what extent do representations associate with children’s understanding?

This study was conducted in a preschool center in Melaka, Malaysia. A focus group consisting of six children (aged six years old) from the same classroom was selected as this study’s participants. Only six children were observed throughout the study, while the rest continued their lesson with the classroom teacher. These children who were selected as participants for this study were representative of different levels of mathematical achievement within the whole classroom. The selection of the children was in consultation with the teacher. However, for this particular paper, only the case of two children is presented as other children of the same range (the highest and lowest range) were observed to provide similar data. Aimy was selected as being representative of students from the low range while Norman from the high range. As this study was administered during the first term of school, the mathematics lessons and tasks at the time pertained to numbers and counting. For the first two months, the children had been introduced to numbers and had experienced counting various objects in their surroundings. They had not yet been introduced to the basics of mathematics operation.

For this study, the researcher played dual roles – as a researcher, and as a teacher to these children, by introducing the concept of addition through modeled situations, which required addition using concrete materials. This study is based on the constructivist theory of learning, which emphasizes student-centered learning by providing students with the opportunity to explore and experience a wide range of representations. Beginning with exploring addition using concrete materials, the researcher proceeded with the children’s exploration of other forms of representation, including drawings and written symbols. Having had adequate exposure to addition processes and situations, the children were presented with the final problems, which required individual problem-solving using any form of representation. The problems requested the children to find the total number of legs for a small number of animals. However, the problems were mixed-level challenges, ranging from difficult to easy. Based on the pre-test scores, Norman, who had scored the highest, was given a challenging problem involving three addends (i.e. Problem A: 2 tigers and a chicken), whereas Aimy, who had scored the lowest, was asked to solve a simple problem with only two addends (Problem B: 2 tigers).
Methods
Data collection consisted of observations, dialogues and conversations with the children, artifacts, field notes, and video recordings. The children's work including written symbols, drawings as well as constructions (using manipulatives) were photographed and saved on a computer. These artifacts were important evidence that supported classroom observations and conversations with the children. Video recordings of the children's engagement with the problem tasks enabled the children's verbal expressions and behaviors to be documented. The researcher had conversations/dialogues and asked the children several questions to get insights into what the children were doing and thinking. The collection of the children's artifacts comprising of various data sources including observations, conversations and video recordings, helps determine the type, quantity and quality of representations employed by the children and their flexibility in using multiple representations and translation among different representation forms.

The Lesh Translation Model (Lesh et al., 1987) was used as the analytical framework for the data analysis. Initially, conversations/dialogues with the children and observations were transcribed. Using the transcripts, artifacts, along with associated video recordings, the researcher coded the actions and verbalizations of the children into several categories: Manipulatives, Pictures, Verbal Symbols and Written Symbols. Additionally, video analysis of the children's attempting the tasks revealed the diverse methods of utilizing representations while attempting to complete the tasks. Conversations/dialogues with the children helped to clarify the representations that they had produced. Additionally, the children's talk assisted in explaining the thinking process involved for solving the problems. Themes common to all children were evaluated through a cross-analysis to understand the overall use of representations to facilitate understanding of mathematical concepts. Specifically, the researcher searched for common themes that were shared across children and differences unique to each child. Next, these data were summarized and later organized in a table that displayed each child’s pre-test score, representations, associated dialogues, and events, along with the children's behaviors that illustrated their thinking process. The table enabled a child’s representations to be cross checked against several data sources, yielding a rich information about each child's representations. Additionally, the table allowed the researcher to compare the children’s usage of representations and their associated thinking process.

Findings and Discussion

1. How do young children use different forms of representation to exemplify the concept of addition?

Findings
Aimy chose to draw as a means to solve Problem B (i.e. the total number of legs for two tigers). She first represented the legs of the animals with simple lines (Figure 1), then pointed to them as she counted each line until she reached the
total number. Aimy demonstrated the counting action that she had performed earlier, indicating a dependence on her own creation of representation to solve the problem. Hence, Aimy’s drawing was fundamental to her problem-solving strategy.

![Aimy's drawings of the legs of 2 tigers](image1)

**Figure 1: Aimy’s drawings of the legs of 2 tigers**

After having found the solution to the problem successfully, Aimy was then prompted by the researcher to make a translation into another form of representation. As can be seen in Figure 2, she chose to manipulate the coins available in front of her. She grabbed one coin at a time, placed them one by one on the table until she reached four (i.e. four legs for the first tiger). She continued with the same action to represent the legs for the second tiger. Finally, she pointed to each coin and counted them all; then with a smile, she affirmed ‘8’ as the answer.

![Aimy’s representations of the legs of 2 tigers using coins](image2)

**Figure 2: Aimy’s representations of the legs of 2 tigers using coins**

The researcher prompted Aimy again to make a translation into another representation form – symbols. She remained silent for some time but proceeded to look at her previous construction (i.e. coins). She counted the coins in each group before writing the corresponding numeral (i.e. 4), and then referred to her group of coins again before writing the second addend (i.e. 4). Cautiously, she counted all her coins together and wrote the total number (i.e. 8). When trying to include the addition symbol (i.e. ‘+’ sign) into her number sentence (i.e. numerical expression/equation), she referred to the researcher and asked for assurance. Aimy successfully produced the correct number sentence (Figure 3).

![Addition equation produced by Aimy](image3)

**Figure 3: Addition equation produced by Aimy**

As for Norman, in his attempt to find the sum for the legs of 2 tigers and a chicken (Problem A), Norman had written the numeral ‘4’ followed by ‘4’ (as in Figure 4a), but did not continue with the calculation as he realized the number sentence...
lacked the number of legs for the third animal. He then altered the numbers several times (see Figure 4b) by swapping between the numbers 2 and 4 (for the chicken’s legs). Note that the equation still lacked the third addend. Despite the struggles in solving the problem, he still insisted on using symbols. He then decided to write the double numbers (‘4+4’), but without presenting the sum for all the animals’ legs (Figure 4c).

a) 4 + 4
b) 4 + 2
c) 4 + 4 =

Figure 3: Norman’s attempts using numerals and symbols to find the sum for three addends

Having noticed Norman’s struggle using symbols, the researcher offered him to utilize other representation forms. As he realized that the use of symbols had not been effective for the current problem, he switched to using concrete materials provided on the table. He chose three pictures with the face of each animal type and attached the relevant number of pegs to correspond to the number of legs for two tigers and a chicken (Figure 5). Interestingly, he succeeded to gain the total. Joyfully, he answered ‘ten’, despite not finished attaching all the pegs. The fact that he did not count the pegs (that he had attached to the pictures of the animals’ faces) but successfully figured out the total sum, suggests that he had applied the known double numbers (4+4=8) and added ‘two’ to reach ten.

Figure 5: Norman’s use of pegs to represent the number of legs for each animal

2. In which ways, and to what extent do representations associate with children’s understanding?

A feature of the Lesh Translation Model is the movements within and between different modes of representation. Therefore, the findings are presented as ‘pathways’ for each child in the form of a diagram. The pathway of understanding for each child consists of (i) the movements within/between representation modes (using thin arrows); (ii) and prompts made by the researcher (P). The prompts by the researcher varied among the children; they included requesting the children to make translations, requesting them to explain mathematical ideas and thinking processes, and recommending them to overcome difficulties and troubles faced during problem-solving.
**Aimy’s Pathway of Understanding**

Aimy was given a simple problem involving two addends. As can be seen in Figure 6, Aimy began with creating drawings in her attempt to find the total number of legs. By manipulating her drawings, she successfully arrived at the total sum (as mentioned in the previous section: Figure 1). Noticing that Aimy had not attempted to check her answer using other forms of representation, the researcher prompted her to make a translation to another form of representation (i.e. concrete materials). By referring to her drawings carefully, Aimy managed to perform the translation between two different forms (i.e. from pictures to manipulatives – using cubes). Despite using different representation forms, she manipulated the cubes similarly as she had manipulated her drawings (i.e. constructed the quantities, prior to counting them to obtain the total).

When prompted to make the translation into symbols, Aimy referred to her coins (Figure 2) and counted them one by one each time before writing the corresponding numeral for each addend and the total. Her reference to the coins and as a reflection of her actions on them, permitted her to notice the link between the actions she had performed on the coins and the symbols she was to write. Hence, the connection that she made between the two forms of representation facilitated her in producing the complete number sentence (i.e. ‘4+4=8’).

**Norman’s Pathway of Understanding**

Problem A which was given to Norman comprised of three animals (i.e. three addends). Hence, it required his understanding the addition of three sets or quantities. Figure 7 shows the pathway of Norman’s understanding.

Initially, Norman chose Written Symbols (Figure 7) but found it difficult to continue presenting the legs for the third animal using symbols. Noticing his struggle, the researcher prompted him to switch to using another form of representation. As can be seen in Figure 5, Norman chose to use manipulatives (i.e. pegs). While he was attaching the corresponding number of pegs to the animals’ pictures, he simultaneously verbalized ‘four and four’, suggesting that he spontaneously made the translation from manipulatives into Verbal Symbols.
At the same time, he might have depicted the quantities symbolically in his mind. Doing so permitted him to notice the addends as having the same quantities, so he instantly verbalized the double numbers ‘four and four, eight’. He then verbalized the total sum of ‘ten’, immediately. The act of performing translations had allowed Norman’s understanding to deepen; hence, it eased him to succeed in adding the three addends together. Equally important was that using multiple representations (i.e. concrete materials and symbols) had aided Norman to notice the properties of addition that in turn enabled him to arrive at the answer accurately and easily. He finally wrote his number sentence that contains the third addend.

**Discussion of Findings**

The Lesh Translation Model (i.e. within, and between representations) has enabled the diagramming of the children’s pathways in their mathematical actions as they were involved in the addition process while solving the posed problems. The discussion of the findings presented in this article, as the children’s pathways of understanding, is organized into two main themes: (i) the lack of spontaneity in using multiple representations; and (ii) the children’s struggles in performing translation into symbols.

*The lack of spontaneity in using multiple representations*

This study found that both children utilized multiple representations in attempting the addition problems, however, they did not automatically perform meaningful translations within, and between the representation forms. Despite the fact that they managed to select their own initial representation themselves (presumably their ‘preferred’ representation form), both children required encouragement and only began to use a different form of representation after being prompted by the researcher. Notwithstanding being offered to use multiple forms of representation, Aimy used only drawings to solve the given problem. This provided evidence for her lack of spontaneity in utilizing different forms of representation. Hence, although offered the freedom and opportunity to use a variety of representation forms, there was no guarantee that the children would profit from the opportunities presented to them. As Davis (1984) contended, students are capable of discovering mathematical relationships when given the opportunities to explore and experience mathematical situations and ideas.
Nevertheless, the findings reported in this study proved that providing opportunities alone does not enable the automatic discovery of relationships among different representations. In fact, children require more than just encouragement; for instance, prompts from the teacher need to be flexible when using representation during mathematical tasks. As observed in this study, only after being requested by the researcher to make translations (i.e., into concrete and symbolic forms) that Aimy used concrete materials and wrote the addition equation.

Children often feel satisfied after having arrived at a problem’s solution using a particular representation form. This may probably clarify their lack of spontaneity in utilizing multiple forms of representation. As they successfully obtain an answer to a problem, they feel that it is no longer important to employ other forms of representation, even if they are unsure whether the answer is correct or not. In this study, both children offered their answers as soon as they found the sum, and did not attempt to use other forms of representation to check for the total previously obtained.

**Struggles in Performing Translation into Symbols**

This study exhibited that making a translation into symbols (mainly for the addition involving three addends) appears to have created a great challenge for most of the children in this study. One child found it troublesome to compose the addition equation completely. The child seemed to have struggled to include either the quantity of the third addend or the ‘+’ sign in the number sentences produced. This shows that children are able to achieve only partial translation (Ainsworth, Prain, & Tytler, 2011), by performing translation that contains only a portion of data from a stated problem. Although children may successfully arrive at the solutions and perform translations (e.g., concrete materials and drawings), they may find it difficult to write a complete and correct number sentence (Anghileri, 1995; Shiakalli & Gagatsis, 2006). This provides evidence that children are capable of making translations for quantities of objects but not the relationship among objects. They are able to make translations for the quantities of objects into symbols because numerical symbols are understood more quickly by children than written arithmetic equations (Zhou, Wang, Wang & Wang, 2006). Furthermore, children’s capability to map between symbolic and non-symbolic representation occurs at around the time they master the counting system (Lipton & Spelke, 2005).

In addition, viewing addition as a unary operation (Baroody, Wilkins, & Tiilikainen, 2003) possibly offers an alternative explanation for the children’s understanding of addition that convinces them to construct incomplete number sentences and equations. Since children lack the experience, their understanding of addition probably commences with a set of objects (or numerals), to which another group of objects (or numerals) is added. Should the children have adequate experience with addition, specifically in operations with more than two addends, they might be able to recognize addition as binary operations and might be able to write complete and correct addition equations. As emphasized by Baroody et al. (2003), students initially view addition as a unary operation, before
being able to perceive it as a binary operation. Therefore, providing richer situations and experience in addition is beneficial for a deeper understanding of addition.

**Conclusion, Implication and Recommendations**

Using the Lesh’s Model to diagram children’s mathematical activity while they were solving posed problems revealed relationships between representation and depth of understanding. The different pathways diagrammed for each child illustrated the unique means in which a child progressed towards building understanding. The differences were mainly determined by each child’s preference for representational forms. The findings of this study showed that the depth of mathematical understanding imposes the integration of different representation forms and flexibility in utilizing those various forms. Thus, a deep mathematical understanding may be achieved by the children should each of them make meaningful relationships between and within representations (translations).

Since children lack experience in solving problems, they depend heavily on encouragements and prompts by the ‘teacher’ prior to exploring and experiencing the use and benefits of other representation forms that differ from their preferred representation. This study’s implications for teachers highlight that instruction should consist of appropriate monitoring during problem-solving practices. Most importantly, teachers should emphasize on the appreciation of the usage of multiple representations and empower children to select representations that are meaningful to them as a starting point of development.

Clearly, exploring children’s use of representation in problem-solving is amongst the best means to stimulate their thinking processes. This owes to the fact that children’s use of representation in solving problems reflects numerous facets of their mathematical thinking. This permits teachers/researchers to infer the children’s progress in understanding mathematics, as revealed by the pathways that the children traverse while engaging in problem-solving. Future study is recommended to research and document this approach from a "quantitative" point of view that includes a greater number of students as well as examining other interesting mathematics topics such as subtraction operation and spatial sense. Additionally, it is suggested that future research includes the examination of teachers’ use of multiple representations, as well as their fluency in performing translation within, and between representation forms during teaching/instruction. Teachers’ practice in the classroom is essential in influencing how students can become flexible in using different representation forms and in performing fluid translations within, and between representations. Consequently, teachers’ relentless efforts may affect the extent and quality of mathematical understanding among students.
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